IS SCIENTIFIC FREEDOM THE ELIXIR OF CIVILISATION?

IS NURTURING THE RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT AN ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVE?

This analysis of research environment is unsustainably set in the context of science that it might help to enable. We are at a cusp in the development of the UK that will be defined by the opportunities we identify. We have long been scientifically creative and we are well-placed as a nation to embrace science as a possible industry even more heavily. Based on these strengths, we stand at a good point from which to evaluate various potential models for ways forward.

An illustrious burgeoning area stems from a 50-year-old revelation of Biology at the molecular level. Francis Crick powerfully and beautifully analysed the implications of his discovery (along with Watson) of a molecular basis of inheritance. The central unit of life is the most important biomolecules – the proteins (the workhorse molecules of biology) – have their function controlled in an indirect way from the source code, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). This indirectness is now being valorably challenged by chemists and biologists – we have a vision of a biology that may be more directly tuned to the molecular level, a synthetic biology. This field, and focused examples, can be used to illustrate how properly considered environment might influence outcomes in far-reaching research.

The principle of vaccination has been with us, in essence, for centuries. Nonetheless, striking goals remain, amongst them development of vaccines for many pathogens that lack a cure, such as HIV Proteins on the surface of pathogens can be analysed structurally ("visualised") through various methods. By identifying those that are important to the pathogen, such as the HIV-coat protein gp120, we can now envisage mimics. These mimics, given to a patient, might elicit antibodies that recognize key features. This use of mimics trains host immune systems with a potential to recognise and neutralise pathogens. By enabling the creation of such mimics, Synthetic Biology can impact important goals, whilst also testing fundamental hypotheses regarding the molecular nature of immunology. Such work [stand[s] on the shoulders of [many] giants; a timeline of innovation stretches back to the late 18th century and to Jenner, who used intact and mock pathogens for such mimicry. Although, in the early 20th century, this process was partially refined (using instead fragments of pathogens), in many respects currently licensed vaccines are essentially those in design and strategy. In time we hope that we will be able to apply modern chemical assembly to Synthetic Biology to fully "design" mimics as vaccines. However, until that time, examples of the current state-of-the-art are illustrative of both potential and of how environment will be instrumental in the development of this future science.

These advances will test our existing approaches. To my mind, a leading example is a vaccine called Quinmh, sold by Heber Biotechnologies. It is used to treat Neomphalus influenza type b (Hib), a pathogen that, before the introduction of Hib vaccines in the late 1980s, was the leading cause of bacterial meningitis in children in the United States of America (since reduced by >95%). Notably, use of the vaccine in developing countries has been slow due to cost and availability. The World Health Organization estimates that in the developing world Hib kills >350,000 pa, mainly under five years-old. Heber is a company that few will have heard of: it is Cuban and the model that led to Quinmh is unconventional.

One key portion of Quinmh is entirely synthetic – rather than being isolated from pathogens, it has been chemically assembled before incorporation into the vaccine. This is a first of its kind [Venez-Bencomo et al., Science, 2004, 305, 522] and was developed by an academic team (led by Vicente Bencomo-Venez) in Havana in collaboration with a Canadian chemist (René Roy). The 99.7% success rate of Quinmh led to its direct incorporation, in 2004, into Cuba's national vaccination programme.

What were the elements of success that led to such unprecedented progress? Vision was necessary: national centres of excellence were supported (eg CIGB, Finlay Institute) at a bold level given the corresponding national GDP.

There was pressing societal need: only 2% of the world's children were protected by the prior (pre-2004) Hib-vaccination regimes. Prevailing legislative backdoors created an incumbent necessity to avoid developed-world spin-out routes or interaction with large pharmaceutical companies – this created the need for a disruptive business model. Venez-Bencomo evoked the associated ethos of academic and social courage for the resulting national collaboration rather than market-driven competition. This is a collective achievement of the accumulated intelligence of our country. In the backdrop of the UK's climate of 'imported assessment' it is interesting to note that many 'technics' of output were met by Heber: >360 patents, technology transfers, joint industrial projects, extensive exports. Yet Heber's sales are measured in the tens of millions of dollars, a fraction of competitor operations in the developed world. Our objective is not to make money. Of course, we can't give the vaccine away. We must sell it. But money isn't the objective of our biotech industry, it's the means. We're substantially different from [transnational corporate] TNCs which serve under their own banners, because we work under the same banner as our country and share social and human objectives rather than purely financial ends." (Carlos Manuel Mella Lanza, Heber Biotech.)

Could this happen elsewhere? One can argue that few countries possess similar (correctly?) integrated systems combining fundamental discovery with appropriate need and ability. By this scenario, advanced fundamental scientific enquiry plus effective socialized medicine; however, in many cases, the UK thankfully does.

Could, therefore, such models emerge in the UK? Synthetic Biology is just one science that could provide a powerful new influence (a novelty that demands a reassessment of current systems) that would address current or future crises. What would be needed for an environment that would support it or other parallel disruptive models in other disciplines? It would be truly intellectually lazy to focus simply on increased resource or even changes in associated regulation. These are important, but the whole problem lies in other part of the issue, we would argue that also we should aim to consider three things.

Firstly, a long-term and fresh view of the value of fundamentals in science is essential. This may require investment in models that will yield only very distant results e.g., vaccine investment is estimated to have a 1970s' disease treat success. We should strongly avoid 'pork barrel' funding in response to lobbying that might (or at least, recent analysis has led to knee-jerk support of certain narrow scientific topics, no matter their immediate cosmetic attraction. Haldane principles have long guarded the UK's intellectual integrity and rigour. Bernard [Bernard, I.D. (1939) The Social Function of Science. London: Routledge] and Zuckerman's points on the 'function of science' are equally well-taken; however, all too-often a false opposition is created between social good and researchers' freedom. We must trust in expert vision, through responsive-mode, peer-reviewed, bottom-up solutions to a challenge and then (plurally) support it. Since creativity can be equated in some sense, to levels of individuality as well as expertise it should not be micromanaged; we need to nurture future experts, not generate armies of trainees. Moreover, sciences such as Synthetic Biology that exploit and explore multiple fundamentals at the same time are not handled well by organisational 'silos' — they will break these moulds. We may, therefore, need to question some existing frameworks here in the UK (eg BBSRC-EPSCC-MRC-NERC+S TFC-MHRA... and elsewhere (eg NIH-NSF-DARPH-BMFG +RPE)).

Secondly, we should aim to more broadly identify how such creativity adds value and where this value lies. We should stop confusing pre-competitive research with competitive, the hallmarks of success are very different. We should learn lessons about the 'icons' of technological impact e.g. Quinmh of Asvin – what have been the true, associated, global benefits and efficiencies. As a nation, for example, we should perhaps be proud that we have grasped the nettle of this analysis in some cases (eg QVIA). We will need to learn from the lessons of historical national success and failure (eg Li-ion batteries, monoclonal antibodies are pertinent to the UK). We should create an environment as a 'mikado' to these ideas rather than foolishly injure their birth. Boston, MA, cited as an ideal, has strengths that are largely passive (simply populated). Let us populate that supportive landscape with appropriate people; the model of the CEO as a 'hero' has served many smaller companies poorly and we should encourage the embrace of some genuine Masters of Business Administration. This will also need to clearly distinguish innovation from entrepreneurial risk. By recognising, that value is not tantamount to monetary reward for many innovators, we will better understand their
UK’s approach to research does not limit thinking

The UK has a strong and vibrant research base which continues to produce some of the world’s most important scientific discoveries and talented academics, as well as attracting inward investment from global businesses. The UK has only one per cent of the world’s population but invests in five per cent of the global research and produces 14 per cent of the world’s most-cited scientific papers.1

Government funding, allocated through the UK’s research councils, has consistently supported innovative scientific, sociological and technological developments that have both pushed at the boundaries of conventional thinking and brought change to the everyday lives of people at home and across the world.

However, despite this pedigree, some hold the view that the way research funds are allocated means that imaginative projects are held back. They maintain that the process of peer review is inherently too conservative in approach and that therefore discovery-led research is less likely to get approval.

This is far from reality. A recent review2 of Nobel prize-winning research showed that over 50 per cent had been funded through government sources and agencies which will have been through peer review.

A relevant example is the work of Sir Andre Geim and Sir Konstantin Novoselov, Professors at the University of Manchester, who were awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics for their work with the revolutionary material graphene, which has the potential to replace silicon in integrated circuits and a host of other applications.

The success of Geim and Novoselov would not have been possible without long-term and strategic funding, which began 10 years ago. Sir Andre says: “The EPSRC grants that got us started supported curiosity-driven projects, which are generally not expected to have application, certainly not in anything other than the very long term.”

“Graphene research is still a very new area, so we are still at the stage of assessing applications for the material – but already the initial investments have been returned in taxes, and in 10 years’ time the government will have its investment repaid a thousand times over!”

The presumption that applications for funding to carry out discovery-led research fare worse than those for applied research is also baseless. Statistics collected by EPSRC show researchers who succeed in applying for funding tend to be successful in both discovery-led and challenge-led research because their projects are excellent per se.

There is a high level of overlap between the populations of researchers supported through both discovery-led and challenge-led modes. Between 1999–2008 the majority of EPSRC research funding (62%) was allocated to researchers who received both types of funding. Among the top researchers, those who consistently submitted successful applications for funding, 67% were successful across both modes and accounted for 84% of EPSRC funding.

The relative citation impact of the UK research base (1981–2007)3

Likewise, it has been suggested that an increased focus on the commercial application of research is detrimental to the health of a research base. Jerry and Marie Thursby4 looked at this very claim in relation to the effects of the Bayh-Dole Act on basic research in the US. The Act ensured that the intellectual property contained in research rested with academics and prompted a worry that only applied research projects would be pursued.

They concluded that at the eight major US universities, while there was growth in applied research, the level of basic research also rose. Similar concerns were voiced about the introduction of the need to demonstrate the impact of research and inclusion of the criterion of national importance in applications for funding. The research councils and government have monitored reference to research of benefit since 1994. The Research Assessment Exercise shows that the quality of research has consistently risen over the 17 years since then and independent comparisons to other countries show citation rates and impact as consistently high, second only to the USA.5

The Natural Environment Research Council commissioned Evidence Ltd to undertake bibliometric analysis in 2008, it showed impact was very similar across research funding modes. The highest quality consistently came from the funding of fellows and in the last year of analysis (2005) directed mode grants had a higher citation impact than responsive mode.

A similar analysis of the impact of EPSRC-funded research in 2009 found no significant difference in citation performance for papers arising from ‘Responsive’ and ‘Targeted’ funding modes. The proportion of papers highly cited (cited at 4 times the relevant average world wide) was 9.2% and 8.6% respectively. The overall citation impact, 1.6 times the world wide average, was the around the same for both funding modes.4

Maintaining novel approaches and creativity in research is absolutely essential to the long term future of our research base. The scientific community is monitoring this through the peer review system to ensure creativity flourishes.

In an EPSRC analysis of applications presented to peer review panels since September 2009 reviewers reported that there was no drop in the level of adventure or creativity of those applications receiving funding.

The UK’s reputation for high quality researchers and research facilities brings valuable investment into the country. There is a high incidence of multi-national organisations choosing to relocate their business’s R&D with relevant UK university research departments.6

Data from the OECD shows international business invests more in research and development based in the UK than anywhere else. Over 20% of business R&D in the UK is funded with investment from abroad.7

A recent report8 commissioned by the Department of Business, Innovation and Skills says that “while the UK spends far less in absolute terms on research than the US, China, Japan or Germany, recent trends indicate that it is becoming even more efficient than all four in terms of output per unit spend. The UK is also becoming more efficient over time in terms of output per researcher and per unit of research spend.”

The UK is the clear leader among all eight comparator countries (Canada, China, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, UK, US) on citations per unit spend on Gross Expenditure on Research and Development.

It is clear that the UK punches above its weight in terms of research quality and is increasing its reputation in fields in which it already has strength.

To maintain this high reputation and investment income the research community needs to continue to use its robust, proven systems to monitor both the quality of research and funds and ensure that new ideas have a healthy environment in which to grow.
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